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Abstract 
For estimating error bound of computed eigenvalues of a matrix, we need more prac- 
tical perturbation theory of eigenvalues of matrices. In this paper two problems are put 
forward in such direction. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights re- 
served. 
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Bounding the error of the eigenvalues of a perturbed matrix is an interesting 
problem both in theory and applications. This problem can be formulated as 
follows. Let the set of eigenvalues of a matrix A E @“” be denoted by i,(A). If 
A(A) = {i,. . > A,} and j,(B) == {P,....~P~} 
for two n x n matrices A and B, then the optimal matching distancr d between A 
and B is 
where S, is the set of permutations of 1,2, . , n. One task of eigenvalue pertur- 
bation analysis is to provide good upper bounds for d(i,(A): L(B)). 
For arbitrary matrices A and B. an excellent bound for d has been obtained 
by Krause in [l]: 
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d(l(A)> /l(B)) < 3.46. (2M)‘p(1’“) . /iA - Bll”“. (1) 
Here A4 = max((jAJI, 11Bl1) and )I I( is any matrix norm. More specially, if )I . II2 
is the matrix 2-norm, then 
A= 
then 
d(i(A), R(B)) < 3.09 . (2M2)‘-“‘“’ . JIA - Bll;‘“, 
where M = max(llA112, 11B112). 
(2) 
First, Eqs. (1) and (2) are true for any n x y1 matrices A and B. Second, the 
right-hand side of inequality (1) or (2) is easy to compute. They are the merits 
of these results. 
Because these results hold for the general matrix case, the exponent of 
IIA - BII, that is l/n, can not be improved. For example, if 
2 1 
i ‘. 
i l.4 and B = 1 /I 
3.(A) = {i, . )  A} and L(B) = {i_ + t (Iln)eWln)i Ij = 1, . . , H}. 
Obviously 
d(&4), /1(B)) = E+ c-u JIA - B/l”“. 
For this reason, when (/A - BIl is very small the right-hand side of Eq. (1) can 
in some cases be much larger than the left-hand side. The same is true for the 
inequality (2). For example, let A = diag( I, 2: . ,9, lo), B = diag( 1 + E, 
2 + E,. .9 + t, 10 + t) and E = lo- lo Then the left-hand side of (2) clearly is . 
d(i,(A)> L(B)) = lo-lo, 
while the right-hand side of Eq. (2) is 
3.09 . (2kIz)‘-(“‘) l/A - Bl(i]‘“’ = 4.58021, 
which is much too pessimistic. 
A matrix P is called a transformation matrix of A, if F’AP = J, where J is 
the Jordan canonical form of A. Let .,&? denote the set of all transformation 
matrices of A. We shall define the spectrum condition number of A as 
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If we know that A is diagonalizable, then the Bauer-Fike theorem some- 
times gives good estimates for d(L(A), l(B)). The Bauer-Fike theorem reads 
as follows: 
[f’A is diagonalizable and u is an eigenvalue of B. then 
min Ii. - ~1 6 ti(A) (IA - Bl(, 
Sit.4) 
\l’here K(A) is the spectrum condition number [2]. 
(3) 
For our last example, the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is 6 and this is same as 
the left-hand side of Eq. (3), when we take the norm to be I/ III. Because 
F = lo-” is very small, we can conclude from Eq. (3) that d(i,(A). j.(B)) = t. 
A demerit to the usefulness of Bauer-Fike’s theorem is, however, that K(A) 
is not easy to compute in many cases. More generally, if m is the largest size 
of a Jordan block for A, Jiang [3] has given an analogous result to the Ba- 
uer-Fike theorem as follows: 
Let E = A - B andm be the largest sire of Jordun blocks for A. If there exists 
c1 nonsingular matrix P such that 
Pm’AP = J and ]IP-‘EPII, 6 -& 
then for any u E R(B) there exists a i. E A(A) such that 
Furthermore, if m. is the hugest size of the Jordan blocks associated ivith 2 in 
Ey. (4), then Eq. (4) cun be improved to 
IA - ill/ 6 s(rno + l)“““lIP-‘EP(/:‘““. (5) 
Moreover it can be shown that 
max s(m + l)““,s (m. + l)‘,‘nlO) < 1.19628 
for all m and mo. 
Interpolating between the two previous approaches, we may consider the 
problem of finding a constant C(A) for any given matrix A E cnxn, so that if 
m is the largest size of Jordan blocks for A, then 
d(,I(A), i.(B)) < C(A) llA - B//““! (6) 
Here C(A) should be a constant that depends only on A. 
The first open problem I put forward is tojind such u constunt C(A) which is 
easy to compute from the matrix A, und at the same time not too large,for pruc- 
tic& estimation. On this problem there are two papers [3,4]. In [4] an easily 
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computable C(A) is given, but it is often too large; while in [3], /IP-‘EP(j, is not 
easy to compute or estimate. 
In the case m = 1, namely if A is diagonalizable, the problem reduces to giv- 
ing an upper bound for K(A). Some work has been done on bounding K(A). In 
1967, Smith [5] presented the following result: 
Let A be diagonalizable and have no multiple eigenvalues. Let 
A = n(A, - S)’ # 0. 
i#j 
Then 
(K(A) + I@-‘)~ < 24. (Alp1 {(n - 1)-l .2. ([/A/l’ - n-‘Jtrace(A)12)}n’n-“. 
This bound is somewhat complicated. In [6], Jiang and Lam have obtained a 
simpler upper bound: 
Let Q be a unitary matrix that triangularizes A 
@AQ=T= = diag(11,. . . , A,) + Iv’, 
and set 
Then 
rc2(A) < (1 + ;)2n-2. 
Here 4.4) = inf~t.xIIPI12 . IIP-‘II,. 
This inequality holds even when A = 0. Thus the condition that A must have 
no multiple eigenvalues in Smith’s result can be deleted. And from the Bauer- 
Fike theorem we have 
12 - ,uI < (1 +;)2”-21/A - B112. 
Another advantage of Eq. (7) is that when A is normal, i.e., if a = 0, then its 
upper bound equals 1, which is sharp and consistent with 7c2(A) = 1 for all nor- 
mal matrices. 
To obtain practical error bounds for matrix eigenvalue perturbations, I 
propose the second open problem: For diagonalizable matrices A, how can 
one Jind a good lower bound for the “inner eigenvalue spread” 6 and a good 
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upper bound,jbr the distance to normality CI or a good upper bound ji)r ~(16 need- 
ed in Eq. ( 7)Y 
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